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ABSTRACT: Cytochrome bc1 is a fundamental enzyme for
cellular respiration and photosynthesis. This dimeric protein
complex catalyzes a proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET)
from the reduced coenzyme-Q substrate (Q) to a bimetallic iron−
sulfur cluster in the Qo active site. Herein, we combine molecular
dynamics simulations of the complete cytochrome bc1 protein with
electronic-structure calculations of truncated models and a
semiclassical tunneling theory to investigate the electron−proton
adiabaticity of the initial reaction catalyzed in the Qo site. After
sampling possible orientations between the Q substrate and a
histidine side chain that functions as hydrogen acceptor, we find
that a truncated model composed by ubiquinol-methyl and
imidazole-iron(III)-sulfide captures the expected changes in oxidation and spin states of the electron donor and acceptor. Diabatic
electronic surfaces obtained for this model with multiconfigurational wave function calculations demonstrate that this reaction is
electronic nonadiabatic, and proton tunneling is faster than mixing of electronic configurations. These results indicate the formalism
that should be used to calculate vibronic couplings and kinetic parameters for the initial reaction in the Qo site of cytochrome bc1.
This framework for molecular simulation may also be applied to investigate other PCET reactions in the Q-cycle or in various
metalloproteins that catalyze proton translocation coupled to redox processes.

■ INTRODUCTION
Cytochrome bc1, also known as respiratory complex III or
more precisely coenzyme-Q:cytochrome c-oxidoreductase, is
an essential enzyme for cellular respiration and photosynthetic
processes.1−3 Together with the homologous cytochrome b6 f,
these protein complexes replenish coenzyme-Q (or simply Q)
levels and transfer protons across biological membranes
harboring electron transfer chains by catalysis of the Q-cycle,
a series of redox reactions proposed in the 1970s by Peter
Mitchell.4

In current versions of the Q-cycle,3,6,7 a Q substrate in
quinol form binds to the Qo site of the cytochrome bc1 dimer8

(Figure 1) and undergoes a bifurcated two-electron oxidation
process.9,10 One electron reduces the high-potential [2Fe-2S]
cluster in the Rieske subunit, and another electron reduces the
low-potential heme bL in the cyt b subunit, which are
reoxidized in the following steps of the Q-cycle.11 In concert
with Q oxidation, a proton bound to quinol is transferred to a
histidine side chain (His152 in Rhodobacter sphaeroids
numbering) directly bound to the [2Fe-2S] cluster.12 This
initial reaction, proposed as the rate-limiting step of the entire
Q-cycle,2,13 is a multiple-site14 proton-coupled electron
transfer (PCET) process.15,16

Several enzymes employ PCET as a strategy to decrease the
overpotential that would have to be surmounted for electron or
proton transfer alone.16,17 Their catalytic mechanisms have

been studied with molecular simulation, particularly for
analysis of the tunneling behavior and participation of
electronic excited states.18−20 Although various aspects of
cytochrome bc1 have already been investigated by simula-
tions,21−25 proton tunneling and nonadiabatic effects of
reactions in the Qo site have received less attention.26,27

To advance our understanding of the Q-cycle and its
associated PCET steps, it would be valuable to calculate
reaction rates and isotope effects from molecular simulations of
different mechanistic proposals, for steps described above in
the Qo site and for possible short-circuit reactions.28

Comparison between calculated and measured kinetic
parameters would help to validate (or exclude) a given
mechanistic proposal.
The theory to calculate PCET rates has been extended by

Cukier et al.29 and Hammes-Schiffer and co-workers,19,30

based on the treatment of nonadiabatic electron transfer31,32

using Fermi’s golden rule and linear response formalism.
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Assuming that only one initial (donor D) and one final
(acceptor A) vibronic states of the transferred proton are
involved, the PCET rate may be calculated from the
probability of proton tunneling at the transition state times
the weighted frequency of occurrence of transition config-
urations as

k
V

k T
eDA

B

G k T
2

/ B
π

λ
=

ℏ
−Δ ‡

(1)

where VDA is the vibronic coupling (or tunneling matrix
element33), λ is the environment reorganization energy, ℏ is
the Planck constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature, and ΔG‡ is the activation free energy, which may
be obtained from the free energy of reaction (ΔG°) using
relations of Marcus parabolas.31

The proton dynamics and the formalism used to calculate
VDA depend on the electronic adiabaticity, i.e., the energy
separation between electronic ground and excited potential
energy surfaces near transition state configurations. This key
element to estimate PCET rates is explored here for a model
reaction of the Qo site employing the semiclassical treatment
proposed by Georgievskii and Stuchebrukhov33 to account for
proton tunneling in between electronic adiabatic and non-
adiabatic limits (see Methods for further theoretical details).
Accurate calculation of electronic surfaces for systems

containing polynuclear transition-metal clusters, such as the
[2Fe-2S] center in the Qo site, is an intimidating task for
quantum chemical methods. Standard multiconfigurational
wave function methods suffer from an exponential explosion in
the number of possible electronic configurations because of the
strong correlation between many open-shell electrons in the
metal centers.34−36 Although density functional theory (DFT),
particularly in the broken-symmetry approximation, has been
used to study metal clusters,37,38 it is unable to describe
electronic excited and charge-transfer states. Even for single
metal complexes, time-dependent DFT fails considerably.39,40

Herein, we seek a small truncated model of the Qo site that
may be treated with multiconfigurational electronic structure
methods and still captures the essential physics of the initial

PCET reaction. We explore a concerted proton−electron
transfer (CPET) mechanism, since observations such as kinetic
isotope effects41 suggest this PCET reaction proceeds in one
concurrent step. Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations of the full cytochrome bc1 complex embedded in a
membrane are used to sample relative conformations of donor
(Q)−acceptor (His) groups of reactant and product states in
the Qo site. Then, density functional theory (DFT) is used to
compute proton transfer profiles for various truncated models
in the sampled orientations. We find that transfer from quinol
to imidazole-iron(III)-sulfide is a reasonable model and use it
to calculate (quasi-diabatic) localized electron transfer states
with high-level (NEVPT2)42 wave function methods. Finally,
tunneling and adiabaticity parameters are determined with a
semiclassical treatment, allowing us to conclude that the initial
PCET in the Qo site is vibronic nonadiabatic. As we employ
truncated models for the electronic-structure calculations, our
results will not be rigorously correct at the quantitative level.
However, we expect the qualitative conclusions obtained here
are adequate and similar to what would be obtained with more
complete models for cytochrome bc1.

■ METHODS

Molecular Dynamics of Complete Cytochrome bc1. A
complete model of the cytochrome bc1 protein complex was
built from the X-ray crystal structure of Rhodobacter sphaeroids
(PDB 2QJP,5 Figure 1). Inhibitors, crystallographic water, and
detergent molecules were removed. Six tetra-linoleoyl
cardiolipins were added according to their positions taken
from a superimposed yeast model (PDB 1KB943). Ubiq-
uinone-6 (Q6, with six isoprenoid units) was modeled in both
Qi sites of the dimer in the oxidized form with positions
adjusted by manual docking in PyMOL44 with the Q-head
replacing the antimycin inhibitor and isoprenoid units in a U-
shaped conformation.
Two states were described in the Qo site, according to Figure

1B and C. In the reactant state, Q6 was modeled in the reduced
quinol (QH2) form, and His152 was deprotonated. Also, the
[2Fe-2S] center was in oxidized form. In the product state, Q6
was modeled as an oxidized quinone, with His152 protonated

Figure 1. Structure of cytochrome bc1 from Rhodobacter sphaeroids (PDB 2QJP5). (A) Cartoon representation with subunits cyt b in light and dark
blue, cyt c1 in light and dark red, and Rieske proteins in gold and yellow. Dashed black line shows the membrane boundaries. (B, C) Zoom in of
one of the Qo active sites, with ubiquinone-6 (Q) in green sticks and the [2Fe-2S] cluster with bound His and Cys side chains in yellow. A possible
hydrogen bond is shown in the dashed line. Reactant state with Q in the quinol form and deprotonated His152 side chain is shown in B, and
product state with Q in the quinone form and protonated His152 is shown in C.
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(in Nϵ, with Nδ bound to iron) and the [2Fe-2S] center
reduced. Q was also placed manually with the Q-head
replacing stigmatellin and isoprenoid units in an extended
conformation.
Protonation states of side chains were adjusted to neutral pH

(positive charge for K and R, negative for D and E, and neutral
for all other residues), except for Asp373 exposed to the
membrane in chains A and D, which was protonated. WhatIf45

was used to assign His protonation and correct any missing
side-chain atoms. His131 also bound to the FeS center was
always protonated (in Nϵ).
The protein complex was embedded46 in a solvated POPC

(1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) membrane
with 512 lipid molecules, 39,102 water molecules, and 214 Na+

and 158 Cl− ions to keep the total system charge neutral and
the salt concentration ≈ 0.1 M. The model has a total of
215,264 atoms. It was relaxed during four MD simulations of
50 ns each, with protein heavy atoms tethered to their initial
position by harmonic restraints, successively diminished in
each run, down to zero in the final one. The final production
trajectory run was 540−550 ns for each state.
Interactions of protein, lipids, and ions were described with

the all-atom CHARMM36 force field.47,48 Water was
represented by standard TIP3P.49 Our calibrated force field
was used for Q.50,51 FeS centers were described using the
Chang and Kim52 parameters with corrections proposed by
McCullagh and Voth.53 Heme groups were described in
oxidized form with parameters by Luthey-Schulten et al.54 All
MD simulations were performed with GROMACS version
2016.355 at a constant temperature of 310 K, pressure of 1 atm,
and time step of 2 fs. Long-range electrostatics were treated
with the particle mesh Ewald method.56 Visualization and
figure plotting were done using PyMOL44 and Matplotlib.57

Electronic-Structure of Model Reactions. The PCET
from ubiquinol-methyl to N-substituted methyl-imidazole
(Figure 2) was studied as a model of the initial reaction of
the Q-cycle in the Qo site of cytochrome bc1 (Figure 1). Five
substituents were considered with total charge and spin as
given in Table 1. The proton coordinate was defined as PC =

d(OH) − d(NH), the transferred hydrogen distance to the
donor oxygen minus the hydrogen distance to the nitrogen
acceptor. Reaction paths were obtained by relaxed scans of the
potential energy surface along this proton coordinate with a
fixed donor−acceptor distance [d(ON)] and dihedral angle
between the Q and imidazole rings to retain the protein
conformation. The B3LYP DFT functional58 and the 6-31G*
basis set59 implemented in the Gaussian 09 suite60 were used.
Partial charges and spins were obtained with Mulliken
population analysis.61

The proton potential experienced during tunneling was
obtained for three configurations of the imidazole-iron(III)-
sulfide (X = [Fe-S]+1) reaction (Tables S1−S3, Supporting
Information, SI). Two configurations were taken from the
constrained geometry optimizations described above at the top
of the barrier near the transition state (TS) with d(ON) = 2.7
and 3.1 Å. These are called the TS orientation and show a 45°
angle between planes of the Q-ring and the imidazole ring.
Another configuration with the two rings coplanar and d(ON)
= 2.7 Å was obtained with relaxed optimization in the B3LYP/
6-31G* level and corresponds to orientations observed closer
to the reactant basin. Structures along the proton coordinate
were built by interpolating the proton position over the arc
connecting donor and acceptor atoms, thus preserving the O−
H−N angle (∼178°), with all other nuclei fixed.
Complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF)61

calculations were performed for these three geometry sets with
the PySCF package version 1.662 in a sextet spin state, C1
point-group symmetry, and def2-SVP basis set.63 The active
space contained 17 electrons in 14 molecular orbitals (MOs),
CAS(17e−, 14o). It is composed of seven π MOs of the ring
system and conjugated H-donor oxygen in Q, five Fe 3d MOs,
and two sulfide MOs (3px and 3py MOs involved in metal π
bonding) with 4 e−. In the oxidized state, the π system in Q
holds eight e−, and Fe holds five e− (13 e− in total). In the
reduced state, the π system holds seven e−, and Fe holds six e−.
The N-electron valence state perturbation theory in second-
order NEVPT242 was applied to the CASSCF solution to
recover some dynamic electron correlation. For comparison,
proton potentials were also calculated with DFT functionals
B3LYP (in a vacuum and in the CPCM solvent model64 with ϵ
= 3) and ωB97X.65

CASSCF calculations started from the reactant (product)
geometry for the oxidized (reduced) state, and guess MOs for
the following geometry along the proton coordinate were taken
from the previous one. The oxidized state (formally Fe3+) was
obtained from state-specific CASSCF with one root, and the
reduced state (formally Fe2+) was obtained with state-averaged
CASSCF with five roots because its Fe 3d6 shell is almost
quintuple degenerate. Aligning Fe and S atoms along the z-axis,
3dxy and d3 x y2 2− MOs are almost degenerate. This symmetry is

due to the linear N−Fe−S orientation and will be lifted for Fe
in tetrahedral coordination as in the [2Fe-2S] cluster. We
report only results for the lower root ( d3 x y2 2− doubly
occupied). The NEVPT2 energy was obtained specifically for
this root in the reduced state. This procedure ensures that
quasi-diabatic curves for oxidized and reduced states were
obtained. Weights of multiconfigurational expansions were
checked to remain dominated (>99.99%) by the same
configurations with localized charge character along the full
range of proton coordinates.

Figure 2. Model of the initial reaction in the Qo site studied here with
electronic-structure methods, X = {H, Fe3+, Fe2+, [Fe-S]+1, [Fe-
(SH)3]

0}.

Table 1. Total System Charge and Spin Multiplicity for
Each Model Reaction and Given X Group of Figure 2

X Charge Multiplicity

H 0 1
Fe3+ +2 6
Fe2+ +1 5
[Fe-S]+1 0 6
[Fe(SH)3]

0 −1 6
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These diabatic states can be used as a basis for a two-state
model of the PCET process.66,67 The resulting symmetric 2 ×
2 Hamiltonian matrix contains the oxidized [Vox(PC)] and
reduced [Vred(PC)] diabatic energies in the diagonal. The off-
diagonal element corresponds to the electronic coupling VET

between the two diabatic states and is considered independent
of the proton coordinate in the Condon approximation.
Assuming the diabatic states are orthogonal and diagonalizing,
this 2 × 2 Hamiltonian leads to electronically adiabatic
potential energy surfaces

U PC V PC V PC

V PC V PC V

( )
1
2

( ) ( )

1
2

( ) ( ) 4( )

ox red

ox red
ET

0/1

2 2

= [ + ]

∓ [ − ] +
(2)

for ground (U0) and excited (U1) states. The V
ET coupling was

obtained by minimizing the difference between the diabatic
gap [Vox(PC) − Vred(PC)] and the VET calculated as half of the
energy difference between ground and excited adiabatic states
over four PC geometries nearest to the diabatic crossing point.
This procedure maximizes the mixture between diabatic states
in the crossing region.67,68

Tunneling and Adiabaticity Parameters. For the initial
reaction in the Qo site, the donor or oxidized diabatic state has
the transferring electron localized on Q and the FeS center
oxidized, and the acceptor or reduced state has (1 − e−)
oxidized Q and the FeS center reduced. As described above,
diabatic states can mix to form ground and excited adiabatic
states, and an avoided crossing will appear near the diabatic
crossing point.
In a PCET, diabatic curves will cross at the proton

coordinate PCc with a potential energy Vc. Proton dynamics
at this region will be fundamentally different in electronic
adiabatic and nonadiabatic limits. In the former, electrons
respond instantaneously to the proton motion but not in the
latter. The semiclassical expressions derived by Georgievskii
and Stuchebrukhov33 nicely bridge both limits by means of a
factor κ ∈ [0, 1] with

p
e

p
2

( 1)

p p pln
κ π=

Γ +

−

(3)

where Γ(x) is the gamma function. The proton adiabaticity
parameter p is defined as

p
V

F v

ET

t

2
=

ℏ Δ (4)

where ΔF is the difference between the derivatives with respect
to the proton coordinate of diabatic potential energy curves at
PCc, and vt is the tunneling “velocity” calculated from

v
V E

m
2( )

t
c=

−
(5)

where m is the proton mass, and E is the tunneling energy
obtained from the proton vibrational ground state energy for
the donor diabatic state. One-dimensional proton vibrational
wave functions and energies were calculated with the Fourier
grid Hamiltonian method69,70 and 128 grid points, and
parameters Vc and ΔF were obtained from shifted diabatic
proton potentials to ensure that reactant and product ground
vibronic states were degenerate.31

Within this semiclassical treatment,33 an effective proton
tunneling time

V
F vp

ET

t
τ ∼

Δ (6)

and an electronic transition time

Ve ETτ ∼ ℏ
(7)

may be considered, and the adiabaticity parameter is simply

p p

e

τ

τ
=

(8)

When τp ≫ τe, the electronic states have enough time to mix,
and the proton transfer occurs on the electronically adiabatic
ground state. When τp ≪ τe, the electronic states do not have
enough time to mix during proton tunneling, and the process is
electronically nonadiabatic.66

Similarly, in the adiabatic (ad) limit, p ≫ 1, κ = 1 and the

vibronic coupling VDA
ad( ) in eq 1 may be calculated from

standard quasi-classical approximations.33,71 In the non-
adiabatic (na) limit, p ≪ 1, p2κ π= , and the vibronic
coupling

V V SDA
na ET

,
( ) =μν μν (9)

where Sμν is the Franck−Condon overlap between the proton
vibrational wave functions in donor (reactant, μ) and acceptor
(product, ν) diabatic states.19,66 Intermediate regimes33 may

be accessed with V VDA DA
ad( )κ= .

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Donor−Acceptor Orientation in the Qo Site of

Cytochrome bc1. The relative conformation between donor
and acceptor groups in a PCET influences their electronic
coupling and should be emulated when studying the truncated
model systems. Thus, we begin this study by sampling the
distribution of distances and orientations between Q and
His152 in the Qo site of cytochrome bc1 with classical MD
simulations of the complete protein complex. Two composi-
tions were tested corresponding to reactant and product states
of Q oxidation (Figure 1). Although a semiquinone
intermediate may also be formed during the bifurcated
oxidation process, this species was not simulated. Its stability
is disputed,7,72 and an empirical force field such as the one
used here is less reliable to describe interactions of an open-
shell molecule.
The distribution of donor−acceptor distances in Figure 3

suggests that three binding modes may be occupied by Q in
the Qo site. The proximate mode has 2.6 Å ≤ d(ON) ≤ 3.1 Å,
and a hydrogen bond is formed between Q and His152, with
the black line in Figure 3C showing such a long-lived contact.
The second mode has d(ON) ≈ 4 Å and no direct Q···His
hydrogen bonds, but short-lived water-mediated hydrogen
bonds with one or two water molecules bridging Q and His152
are observed. One-molecule water bridges also form often
when d(ON) ≤ 3.1 Å. In fact, there are plenty of water
molecules in the Qo site, with an average of five molecules
within 5 Å of the Q-head. The third binding mode has 6 Å ≤
d(ON) ≤ 8 Å. This may be too distant for efficient electron
transfer (edge-to-edge distance between Q and the FeS center
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≈ d(ON) + 4 Å) and probably represents an intermediate site
for Q transit from or to the membrane, as found recently for
another respiratory complex.73

For simulations with Q in the quinol form (reactant state),
the proximate and third binding modes are more populated,
while for simulations of the quinone form (product state) the
second binding mode is mostly populated but with some
occupation of the proximate mode. It is tempting to assign a
mechanistic role for these occupations, but enhanced sampling
and calculation of free energy profiles for binding would have
to be carried out to allow for a more reliable discussion.73,74

In proximate and second binding modes, the relative
orientation between the planes of the Q-ring and the His152
imidazole ring has a Gaussian distribution for angles ∈ [40°,
70°] with an average value of 55° independently whether the
two groups are hydrogen bonded. This restriction is imposed
by the active site pocket, and we have adopted a similar
orientation for quantum chemical studies in the following
sections. Although water-mediated transfer may play a role in
PCET mechanisms,17,75 we have not explored this possibility
in the remainder of this work.
Truncated Model System for PCET from Quinol.

Isolated reactions shown in Figure 2 are explored in this
section as possible models of the initial PCET in the Qo site.
Our goal is to find a truncated system that captures the PCET
mechanism and is amenable to calculations with standard
multiconfigurational electronic-structure methods, so that the
many-electron quantum wave function and related non-
adiabatic effects may be appreciated.
For the simplest truncated model with X = H, the results of

DFT calculations in Figure S1 indicate that reaction energies
and barriers for proton transfer increase monotonically with
donor−acceptor distances d(ON) ∈ [2.7,4.0] Å. This is the
range of d(ON) in which direct and water-mediated hydrogen
bonds between Q and His152 in the Qo site were observed in
the previous section. The reverse reaction is activated only in
d(ON) ≥ 3.0 Å, when the forward barrier is higher than 30
kcal/mol. Both the reaction energy and barrier would decrease

in a polar environment due to stabilization of the charge-
separated products. However, this model with X = H cannot
account for electron transfer because of the low electron
affinity of imidazole, and the reaction is a pure proton transfer.
The donor−acceptor distance was fixed at d(ON) = 3.1 Å

for the other model systems tested in this section. At this
distance, a hydrogen bond is often found in the Qo site of the
full cytochrome bc1, and proton transfer should be an activated
process, forming a stable product.
Results for the reaction with substitution X = Fe3+ are shown

in Figure 4, with a lower barrier and a stable product for

proton transfer. Population analysis shows the partial charge in
the Q group increases and correspondingly decreases in the Fe
center along the reaction progress, suggesting electron transfer
is coupled to proton transfer (Figure 4B and Table 2).
However, partial spin densities for the quinol reactant clearly
demonstrate it has an unpaired electron in the reactant and,
together with partial charges in Q and the transferred H,

indicate an already oxidized QH2
( )• + reactant and a two-

electron oxidized product. The Fe center has four unpaired
electrons in the reactant and five in the product. These are not
the expected oxidation and spin states, hence not a good
model, for the initial PCET reaction in the Qo site.
Note that the pitfalls of using population analysis to examine

reaction mechanisms recently discussed in the context of
PCET20,76 are partially mitigated when summing populations
over whole chemical groups,77 such as in Q or imidazole
groups used here.

Figure 3. Molecular dynamics of Q in the Qo site of cytochrome bc1.
Trajectory (A, C) and probability distribution (B, D) of donor−
acceptor distances [d(ON)] for reactant (QH2···His, A and B) and
product (Q···H−His, C and D) states shown in Figure 1. Results are
shown for each Qo site with Rieske chain C in black and chain F in
red.

Figure 4. PCET from quinol to imidazole-iron(III), X = Fe3+ in
Figure 2, with donor−acceptor distance d(ON) = 3.1 Å. Potential
energy (A), partial charges (B), and partial spins (C) obtained at the
B3LYP/6-31G* level along the proton coordinate (PC) for groups
shown in the legend, with Q denoting quinol except for transferred H.
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Table 2 shows population analysis for reactant and product
geometries of proton transfer. These properties are sufficient to
check whether a PCET reaction is observed and involves the
expected oxidation and spin states. The transferred H has a
partial charge qH ∈ [0.4, 0.5] and spin S = 0, and the imidazole
group has spin S ≈ 0, for all X and proton coordinates (for
example, see Figure 4). For substitutions X = Fe2+ and X =
[Fe(SH)3]

0, partial charges and spins on Q and on the iron
center do not change significantly from reactant to product,
indicating that electron transfer is not observed in concert with
the proton transfer.
On the other hand, substitution X = [Fe-S]+1 has all

expected features of the initial PCET in the Qo site. Partial
charge (plus qH of the transferred H) and spin on Q are close
to zero in the reactant, whereas the Q charge remains zero, and
spin is 0.8 in the product, in line with a neutral QH2 reactant
and the expected semiquinone QH(•) radical product. For the
iron center ([Fe-S]), the partial charge is reduced by the same
amount increased in Q, and the number of unpaired electrons
changes from 4.9 to 4.2, in line with a coupled electron transfer
and reduction of the iron center from a formal Fe3+ d5 to a Fe2+

d6 configuration. Thus, the reaction between ubiquinol-methyl
and imidazole-iron(III)-sulfide (X = [Fe-S]+1) captures the
essential PCET mechanism and is a reasonable truncated
model system.
Electronic Surfaces and Couplings Indicate a Non-

adiabatic PCET. The concerted PCET reaction from quinol
to imidazole-iron(III)-sulfide (X = [Fe-S]+1 in Figure 2) is
investigated in this section with multiconfigurational elec-
tronic-structure theory at the NEVPT2 level. Electronic
surfaces along the proton coordinate with other nuclei fixed,
or proton potentials, were calculated in three donor−acceptor
configurations: planar orientation with d(ON) = 2.7 Å and TS
orientation with d(ON) = (2.7, 3.1) Å. The latter was obtained
from constrained geometry optimizations for this truncated
model and corresponds to configurations observed for direct
hydrogen bonding between Q and the His152 side chain in the
proximal binding mode of the Qo site during MD simulations
described above.
Figure 5 shows the surfaces for diabatic electron donor and

acceptor states and the corresponding adiabatic curves. The
lower energy product (red triangles in PC > 0.5 Å, in Figure 5)
corresponds to the semiquinone QH(•) radical and reduced
iron center, as found for the DFT calculations.
The diabatic crossing point and the corresponding adiabatic

avoided-crossing region are observed at PCc ∈ [0.2, 0.4] Å with
the proton closer to the acceptor in all orientations. This
confirms that proton and electron transfer are concerted, as
indicated by population analysis in the previous section.

Interestingly, this may also characterize a late multiple-site
PCET14 and suggests that catalysis by the enzymatic
environment may be attained through stabilization of the
reduced (acceptor) state.
Although the shapes of proton potentials are similar for the

three configurations, the adiabatic reaction energy and barrier
(and even the diabatic crossing energy Vc obtained after
shifting the potentials, Table 3) are clearly lower for the planar
orientation (Figure 5A). However, this configuration was not
observed in the Qo active site where the angle between the Q-
head and the imidazole ring ∈ [40°, 70°] (see above),
suggesting that any kinetic advantage from this orientation
could not exhort enough evolutionary pressure to alter the
stereochemistry in the Qo site.
On a methodological note, the surfaces in Figure 5 include

both static and dynamic electron correlations.35,61 Although
the latter may require larger basis sets to reach convergence,
we consider the NEVPT2 electronic surfaces shown here
appropriate for this initial investigation and in line with (or
even more rigorous than) previous studies on adiabaticity
parameters of PCET involving metal centers.27,78

The semiclassical treatment of Georgievskii and Stuche-
brukhov,33 eqs 3−7, was employed together with the NEVPT2
electronic surfaces to characterize the electron−proton
adiabaticity of the model PCET reaction. Calculated
parameters for three donor−acceptor configurations shown
in Table 3 indicate significant electronic nonadiabaticity for the
model PCET, as p ≪ 1 for all configurations. Accordingly, τp
≪ τe suggests that electrons will not have enough time to
rearrange and mix their electronic configurations, so the proton
will tunnel between the diabatic states.

Table 2. Partial Charges and Spins Condensed to Q (Quinol
except Transferred Hydrogen) and X Groups Obtained at
the B3LYP/6-31G* Level for Reactant (R, PC = −1.0 Å)
and Product (P, PC = 1.0 Å) States of Model Reactions in
Figure 2

Charge Spin

Q X Q X

X R P R P R P R P

Fe3+ 0.5 1.0 1.2 0.7 1.0 0.0 3.8 4.9
Fe2+ 0.4 0.1 0.6 0.7 −1.0 −1.0 4.9 4.9
[Fe-S]+1 −0.4 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.8 4.9 4.2
[Fe(SH)3]

0 −0.5 −0.7 −0.4 −0.4 0.0 0.2 4.9 4.7

Figure 5. Proton potentials for PCET from quinol to imidazole-
iron(III)-sulfide, X = [Fe-S]+1 in Figure 2, for three donor−acceptor
configurations: distance d(ON) = 2.7 Å with the Q-ring and
imidazole ring coplanar (A), with rings bent in TS orientation (B),
and distance d(ON) = 3.1 Å with rings bent in TS orientation (C).
NEVPT2/def2-SVP potential energy was obtained along the proton
coordinate for oxidized (electron localized in the Q donor, black
circle) and reduced (electron localized in the iron acceptor, red
triangle) diabatic states. Dashed lines represent adiabatic ground
(green) and excited (blue) state surfaces obtained with eq 2.
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For the three geometries studied, we note likewise VET

values which support usage of the Condon approximation.
Although the crossing energies Vc are quite different, its square-
root dependence in eq 5 and the similarity of other parameters
(VET, E, ΔF) result in quite close adiabaticity p and κ and
effective tunneling times for the three configurations. This
behavior for the truncated Qo site model contrasts to other
systems undergoing PCET for which changes in relative
orientation of donor−acceptor groups result in very different
VET coupling and even modification of the adiabaticity
regime.79

Vibrational Analysis and Comparison to Previous
Results. In the nonadiabatic limit, the vibronic coupling VDA
in eq 1 should be obtained accordingly to eq 9. Thus, we
calculated proton vibrational wave functions for the truncated
Qo site model using the shifted diabatic potentials in Figure 5
so that donor and acceptor ground vibronic states became
degenerate, as required in the Marcus theory for electron
transfer.31 Although the calculated overlap Sμν between excited
vibrational wave functions (μ > 0) is considerable, the
population of donor excited vibronic states and hence their
contribution to the overall vibrational coupling is low. We
show in Table 3 only the overlap and VDA corresponding to
vibronic transitions between ground states (μ = ν = 0).
The overlap decreases 3-fold between planar and TS

orientations for the same donor−acceptor separation
[d(ON) = 2.7 Å], resulting in a higher vibronic coupling for
the planar configuration (Table 3). Again, the planar
orientation was not observed during MD simulations of the
Qo active site and should not play a role for the PCET in
cytochrome bc1. For the TS orientation, increasing the d(ON)
separation by 0.4 Å resulted in a 10-fold decrease of the
vibrational overlap, as expected from its exponential depend-
ence on distance.19 It is also noted that energies of vibrational
ground states in the donor diabatic state are similar for the
three orientations (within 0.5 kcal/mol, E in Table 3).
While our article was under review, another similar study of

the concerted PCET reaction in the Qo site of cytochrome bc1

was published.27 Barragan et al. employed a larger Qo site
model, including the complete [2Fe-2S] cluster with ligands,
Q-head substrate, and some side chains to emulate the active
site environment (total of 167 atoms). Due to the enlarged
size, a more approximate method, constrained DFT in the
configurational interaction extension (CI-CDFT),67 was
applied to obtain electronic couplings and diabatic surfaces.
Barragan et al. employed the same semiclassical formalism used
here33 and also found that the PCET is vibronic nonadiabatic
but with a 10-fold lower adiabaticity parameter p = 0.004. They

obtained a higher VET = 2000 cm−1 but a lower VDA
na

,00
( ) = 1.6 ×

10−3 cm−1 likely due to a slightly longer donor−acceptor
distance [d(ON) = 2.83 Å in their model] and smaller
vibrational overlap. They calculate kinetic isotope effects in
good agreement with a biomimetic system80 but 10-fold higher
than those measured for reaction in the Qo site41 of the
homologous cytochrome b6 f.
The major difference between the work of Barragan et al.27

and our study is the composition of the Qo site model, whereas
our truncated model is much simpler particularly lacking the
second iron center (and the corresponding spin-coupling34)
and iron ligands (other sulfide and imidazole groups) found in
the complete Rieske [2Fe-2S] cluster. Another important
difference concerns the method used for electronic-structure
calculations. Figure S2 shows that the proton potentials
obtained for our truncated model with DFT functionals
B3LYP and ωB97X (as used by Barragan et al.) are
significantly different from the NEVPT2 curve, particularly in
the reactant basin dominated by the donor diabatic state. This
state is destabilized by 30−40 kcal/mol in DFT treatments
probably due to the self-interaction error.81,82 Although
constrained DFT may mitigate this error,67 Barragan et al.
also observe a wide variation of electronic couplings calculated
along their proton potential, suggesting the participation of
multiple electronic configurations.27 Thus, it remains to be
seen whether a multiconfigurational wave function treatment
of a more complete model including the bimetallic [2Fe-2S]
cluster will lead to more accurate vibronic couplings and,
ultimately, better agreement with experimental kinetics.

■ CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a molecular simulation framework to
analyze tunneling and electron−proton adiabaticity in PCET
reactions catalyzed by metalloenzymes. The procedure
combines classical MD simulations of the complete protein
to sample conformations of reactive groups in the active site
and electronic-structure calculations of truncated models
containing donor and acceptor groups for the transferred
electron and proton. The latter calculations may be conducted
with DFT to efficiently screen the proposed truncated systems
for models that retain the expected oxidation and spin states of
donor and acceptor groups. However, multiconfigurational
wave function calculations should be applied to obtain
qualitatively correct diabatic surfaces when transition metals
are involved in the electron transfer. The semiclassical theory
for proton tunneling proposed by Georgievskii and Stuche-
brukhov33 can be used to determine the adiabaticity and the
relative time scales of proton and electron transitions from the
diabatic proton potentials. For a nonadiabatic transfer, vibronic
couplings may be calculated from electronic coupling and
vibrational analysis of the diabatic surfaces. We expect that this

Table 3. Tunneling and Adiabaticity Parameters Defined in
Eqs 3−9 and Calculated for the Imidazole-Iron(III)-Sulfide
System (X = [Fe-S]+1) in Three Donor−Acceptor
Configurationsa

d(ON)

2.7 Å 3.1 Å

Orientation: Planar TS TS

VET (cm−1) 540 560 700
Vc (kcal mol−1) 10.3 14.0 36.8
ΔF (kcal mol−1 Å−1) 34.9 40.5 38.7
E (kcal mol−1) 1.95 2.12 2.45
vt (× 103 m/s) 8.28 9.92 16.9
p 0.055 0.042 0.040
κ 0.488 0.441 0.434
τp (fs) 0.537 0.399 0.306
τe (fs) 9.79 9.49 7.59
S00 (× 10−6) 19.8 6.14 0.642

VDA
na

,00
( ) (× 10−3 cm−1) 10.7 3.44 0.450

aS00 is the overlap between ground vibrational wave functions for the
transferred proton in donor (μ = 0) and acceptor (ν = 0) diabatic

potentials, and VDA
na

,00
( ) is the respective nonadiabatic vibronic

coupling.
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procedure may be applied to investigate other metalloenzymes
involved in redox-coupled proton translocation.
For cytochrome bc1, we find that the quinol substrate and

quinone product in the Qo site form direct and water-mediated
hydrogen bonds with His152, and the relative orientation
between Q-head and His152 imidazole rings is quite restricted.
A truncated model containing ubiquinol-methyl and imidazole-
iron(III)-sulfide emulates the concerted PCET mechanism and
was used to obtain diabatic surfaces for electron transfer at the
NEVPT2 level. In the three configurations studied, the diabatic
crossing energy changes considerably, but other calculated
parameters are rather similar, particularly the electronic
coupling VET. Thus, the truncated Qo site model has stable
electronic and tunneling properties and can be studied to
understand details of the catalytic mechanism in cytochrome
bc1. Although the calculated VET couplings are high, their
product with low vibrational overlaps results in vibronic
couplings much smaller than the thermal energy (kBT) for all
configurations, so tunneling in this PCET model is vibronic
nonadiabatic. Kinetic parameters should be calculated with
theory appropriate for this limit.
The proposed framework and the results obtained for

cytochrome bc1 could be extended in several ways. To increase
model realism, the complete protein and the environment
solvating reactive groups could be investigated with hybrid
QM/MM potentials.83−85 The electronic structure of excited
and charge-transfer states for the bimetallic iron−sulfur cluster
in cytochrome bc1 or polynuclear metal centers34 in other
proteins would have to be described with advanced multi-
configurational methods, such as DMRG.36 Rate constants and
kinetic parameters could be calculated from proton potentials
obtained with these more realistic models and rigorous
electronic-structure treatments for further comparison with
experiments.7,27,41,72 Future work in these lines will certainly
contribute to sharpen our understanding of the Q-cycle and of
PCET reactions in metalloenzymes.
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Figure S1: Reaction energy and barrier for the pure proton transfer reaction from quinol
to imidazole (X=H in Fig. 2) for different donor-acceptor distance [d(ON)] obtained from
B3LYP/6-31G* calculations. The reaction energies and barriers shown here were obtained by
constrained geometry optimizations and may differ from the respective energies obtained by
fully relaxed optimizations.
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Figure S2: Comparison of adiabatic proton potentials for PCET from quinol to imidazole-
iron(III)-sulfide, X=[Fe–S]+1 in Fig. 2, in the TS orientation with distance d(ON)=2.7 Å.
Potential energies were obtained for the same geometries and basis set (def2-SVP) with DFT
functionals B3LYP (in vacuum and in the CPCM environment model) and ωB97X. Multicon-
figurational CASSCF and NEVPT2 (same as green dashed curve in Fig. 5B) potentials were
obtained from the corresponding diabatic energies with eq. 2 and shifted down so that the rela-
tive energy is zero in the PCET product (PC = 0.60 Å). Dynamic electron correlation, missing
from the CASSCF curve and partially recovered by the NEVPT2 method, has a non-negligible
contribution particularly near the avoided-crossing region. In comparison to the multiconfigu-
rational surfaces, both DFT functionals destabilize the reactant basin (donor state) by 30-40
kcal/mol. Inclusion of a continuum model of the environment (CPCM) does not alter the shape
of the potential significantly.
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Table S1: Cartesian coordinates (Å) of planar orientation with d(ON)=2.7Å and PC=0.0 Å.

x y z
S 2.84173243 -8.09430140 1.14492736
Fe 1.75627182 -6.39267394 0.74765468
N 0.57808594 -4.76043497 0.29060118
C -0.71389130 -4.81239228 -0.22457247
C 0.89319268 -3.47143594 0.41051556
C -1.15704720 -3.52682364 -0.40377689
N -0.12824042 -2.69693608 0.00000000
C -1.38903224 -6.11771312 -0.49463460
H -2.39926341 -5.96281274 -0.88163368
H -0.82514763 -6.70449513 -1.22837288
H -1.45746356 -6.71663922 0.42013751
H -2.09136083 -3.14304714 -0.78012511
H 1.83181195 -3.08673499 0.77976491
H -0.01542763 -1.36041664 0.00000000
O 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000
C -0.64786395 1.02486847 -0.36426670
C -1.84449898 0.91553664 -1.19427732
C -2.60450705 2.02676583 -1.51164640
C -2.16701562 3.29590120 -1.03787224
O -2.88154359 4.39624477 -1.35033323
C -1.00296625 3.45711236 -0.25954701
C -0.20902840 2.36087703 0.05246934
O 0.89343903 2.59739894 0.78807256
C 2.00116774 1.67204993 0.83800335
C -2.23200347 -0.46908658 -1.64231509
C -3.86839105 1.94287664 -2.33522837
O -0.68852122 4.75877849 0.07100073
C -0.66149267 5.06650241 1.48284451
H -1.34386551 -1.07661188 -1.83287872
H -2.81919388 -0.97650377 -0.86586193
H -2.83599040 -0.44881141 -2.55201104
H -4.53207892 1.15908482 -1.95815986
H -3.63991373 1.70684545 -3.38156805
H -4.41260361 2.88753732 -2.32040767
H -2.39932383 5.16066529 -0.98361027
H -0.45031141 6.13474594 1.54789486
H 0.12331411 4.49642104 1.98380188
H -1.63532598 4.84886417 1.93715982
H 2.82731049 2.25991030 1.24062435
H 1.77080014 0.82545036 1.48308051
H 2.24583553 1.31027655 -0.16402156
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Table S2: Cartesian coordinates (Å) of TS orientation with d(ON)=2.7Å and PC=0.0 Å.

x y z
S -2.99269839 -7.58247297 -2.92947756
Fe -2.60940524 -5.88315812 -1.80976120
N -2.23080678 -4.22776013 -0.66489469
C -2.73757333 -3.96822687 0.60257535
C -1.45446214 -3.18470292 -0.98740503
C -2.24567700 -2.75472894 1.01802707
N -1.44631945 -2.27994110 0.00000000
C -3.65065628 -4.92946233 1.29346102
H -3.95036158 -4.54434612 2.27147371
H -4.55583457 -5.10702726 0.70188589
H -3.16231479 -5.89941750 1.44013060
H -2.40049052 -2.20735930 1.93391284
H -0.91357405 -3.07616504 -1.91519992
H -0.69773044 -1.12896431 0.00000000
O 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000
C -0.01868141 0.83387713 0.94444382
C -1.25175876 1.27205178 1.57350222
C -1.22474670 2.21107520 2.59325475
C 0.02902507 2.73390243 2.99538745
O 0.07690499 3.64131258 3.98896546
C 1.25063403 2.33195183 2.39580970
C 1.24320827 1.40535569 1.38361391
O 2.40094258 1.13085466 0.75041763
C 2.76129435 -0.24728308 0.52332235
C -2.55091118 0.71273750 1.05839480
C -2.48417676 2.69428785 3.27211211
O 2.34519634 2.97344619 2.89456135
C 3.58275968 2.24751533 3.01973406
H -2.43438227 0.32310049 0.04646012
H -2.91599762 -0.10696507 1.69128703
H -3.33383921 1.47562065 1.04409355
H -3.12336137 1.85285570 3.55670993
H -3.06844335 3.33445979 2.59966044
H -2.25751554 3.27306777 4.16771012
H 1.01218970 3.88236294 4.12060813
H 4.14591326 2.76147024 3.80019281
H 4.12923353 2.26480973 2.07534436
H 3.39156569 1.21178281 3.31820391
H 3.85296398 -0.26409380 0.50128875
H 2.34903568 -0.59691517 -0.42374343
H 2.39643468 -0.88114771 1.33790107
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Table S3: Cartesian coordinates (Å) of TS orientation with d(ON)=3.1Å and PC=0.0 Å.

x y z
S -6.48089025 -5.55791595 -3.10797196
Fe -5.13119806 -4.46091502 -1.97110809
N -2.32807552 -2.04695294 0.00000000
C -2.83997463 -2.69998782 1.10051409
C -3.80332781 -3.56799309 0.64379615
N -3.87046575 -3.44370734 -0.73873180
C -2.95768591 -2.51876631 -1.08103885
H -2.76047303 -2.19151875 -2.09077306
C -4.68425926 -4.51844496 1.38980788
H -2.48522598 -2.50898529 2.10120268
H -4.51793350 -5.55120856 1.06292315
H -4.48956085 -4.46399650 2.46393902
H -5.74314797 -4.29003743 1.22227205
H -1.15877622 -1.04500546 0000000000
C -0.12925614 1.29352344 3.40792653
C 1.26904668 1.31748356 3.65614421
C 2.21638271 0.98060652 2.66852943
C 1.79689684 0.62534591 1.39249486
C 0.37035000 0.48700360 1.13242884
C -0.57105474 0.90410082 2.15095686
O 1.71705488 1.70374504 4.86961805
O 3.53532640 1.12074511 3.04060217
O 2.75731883 0.32261807 0.49598273
O 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000
C -2.03946781 0.90862039 1.80972492
H 2.69111690 1.70679356 4.82547758
H -2.53539247 1.78894431 2.22876565
H -2.19193039 0.91408255 0.72980358
H -2.55658201 0.02803412 2.21109821
C -1.08563394 1.70664654 4.49989456
H -0.58240081 1.77406440 5.46484660
H -1.52520423 2.68864835 4.28406385
H -1.91226729 0.99493012 4.58874590
C 4.34446500 -0.07517154 2.99527026
C 2.54413496 0.47443922 -0.92420370
H 5.31448220 0.20880907 3.40569847
H 3.89385564 -0.86211821 3.61169785
H 4.45617328 -0.42291302 1.96650832
H 3.54713861 0.55917444 -1.34543399
H 2.02088707 -0.39076962 -1.33066384
H 1.96826360 1.37897797 -1.13474660
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